KEY FEATURES

CLAUSE AND TEMPLATE MANAGEMENT
- Add terms and clauses to the templates and handle different versions of terms and clauses.
- Add parameters to clauses, sections, and templates and generate values dynamically during contract creation.

EASILY REFER TO THE DEPENDENT TEMPLATES AND SECTIONS FOR ANY SELECTED CLAUSE AND UNDERSTAND IMPACTS, IF ANY.

SPEEDY CONTRACT CREATION
- Create contracts for any external party and manage the point of contact at ease.
- Pick a contract type, select the required approval flow, and assign signatories for the contract.
- Use any available template, fill variables, if any, and generate contract documents in no time.

SUBCONTRACTS AND AMENDMENTS
- Create and manage both value-based and no-cost contracts.
- Seamlessly create subcontracts and amendments for any active contracts through customizable approval flow.

EFFICIENT WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT
- With configurable workflows, effortlessly create multiple approval groups for any contract type.
- Handle end-to-end contract life cycle including execution, negotiations, and termination.
HASSLE-FREE APPROVALS

Edit, comment, or red line in the contract document during approvals and negotiation.
Signatories can e-sign the contract documents.

CENTRALIZED DOCUMENT STORAGE

Create multiple contracts for customers or external parties and store different versions in the dedicated folders for each customer.

TRACKING CONTRACT VERSIONS

Compare any two versions of the contract document and track the changes easily.

AUTO NOTIFICATIONS

Any change made to the clauses and terms gets auto-updated in the templates.
Template and section owners get notified.
Configure contract-specific notifications and reminders to avoid late contract renewals.

STATISTICAL REPORTING

Get detailed reports on contract status, different contract types, date of expiry, and department-level insights.

MULTILINGUAL SUPPORT

The application supports Spanish, Dutch, and English, and it is compatible with mobile phones, tablets and desktops.
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